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ABSTRACT 
The conjecture of C.H. Clemens, concerning the finiteness of the number of smooth rational 
curves of a certain degree on a general quintic threefold in P 4, is proved for degrees 8 and 9 by 
studying the ruled surfaces on which the curves lie. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1984 Clemens conjectured that on a general quintic threefold F in P4 there 
are only finitely many smooth rational curves of a given degree d ([Cl, p. 300). 
In 1986 S. Katz published a proof for d I 7 ([K], 5 1,2). Here we will consider 
the degrees d = 8 and 9. 
We proceed as in Katz’ proof. We construct a moduli space .!?.I& in the follow- 
ing way: parametrize the curve C by (ae(t : u) : . . : a4(t : u)), whereas (t : u) E 
P’ and deg ai = d. This gives a P Yd+ ‘) - ’ o coefficients. Dividing out the nat- f 
ural action of PGL( 1) (reparametrization), there remains an (irreducible) variety 
of dimension 5d + 1. Let !I%$ be the subset of the space thus obtained, which 
parametrizes the smooth curves. Because the space of singular curves has pos- 
itive codimension, the irreducibility and the dimension are not affected. 
Let P = P(H”(P4, C&(5))) be the space parametrizing quintics in P4. De- 
note by Z the incidence set {(C, F) E Y& x P ) C c F}, q : Z --t i?&, 7r2 : Z -+ 
P the projections. 
Katz proved that if 
(a) Z is irreducible and 
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(b) There exists a smooth rational curve C of degree d on a certain smooth 
quintic I;o, with normal bundle n/c/F0 = Oc( - 1) @ 0c(- l), 
then w~l (F) is finite, nonempty and reduced for a general F E P, i.e. a general 
quintic contains only finitely many rational curves of degree d. 
The irreducibility of Z follows from the 6-regularity of the curves of degree 
< 7. To handle curves of higher degree, we have to consider YJ?L = {C E %& 1 C 
is not 6-regular). For ??&\%Ri (still irreducible and of the right dimension) we 
copy Katz’ proof. This is valid since there is a curve as in (b), which is 6-regular. 
This can be seen as follows: the component C of Z containing the curve con- 
structed by Katz has dimension > 125 = dim P and because the curve is rigid, 
this component is dominant. But the general quintic doesn’t contain 6-irregular 
curves as will be shown below. So the general curve in C is 6-regular and C 
agrees with the closure of ~;‘(Y.R,\~~), hence for a general curve of 
rr;‘(Y&\~~) one has H”(h/c,F) = 0. 
Now it remains to prove that there are no curves of Y.RJ on a general quintic. 
Therefore we compute the dimension of %Ri and the dimension h”(P4, Zc,n4(S)) 
of the vector space of all quintics containing C. If their sum is less than the 
dimension h”(P4, OP4(5)) of the vector space of all quintics, a general quintic 
cannot contain curves of that kind and we’re done. The main result of this 
paper will be 
Main Theorem. The space of smooth rational curves of degree < 9 on a general 
quintic in P4 isfinite, nonempty and reduced. 
The above argument shows that to prove the theorem for general d it suffices 
to prove that a general quintic doesn’t contain 6-irregular curves. However this 
procedure will fail for d 2 25, since every curve of degree > 25 on a quintic is 
6-irregular. 
It’s a pleasure to thank Katja Amerik and Jan Nagel for our valuable dis- 
cussions. Especially I want to thank Prof. Van de Ven for his abundance of in- 
spiring ideas. 
I learned from S. Kleiman that he and T. Johnsen also have found a proof of 
the above theorem. Their preprint [KJ] shows that I have used a different 
method. 
0 1. THE GEOMETRIC SITUATION 
First of all it should be remembered that we have the following 
Definition 1.1. (i) A curve C E P r is called m-regular if h i( P’, Zc,p’(rn - i)) = 
0 for all i > 0. We will call a curve m-irregular if it is not m-regular, 
(ii) Z& is the moduli space of smooth rational curves of degree d in P4, as 
constructed in the introduction, 
(iii) ZRi = {C E !D& ) C is 6-irregular}. 
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Proposition 1.2. With notations as above 
(i) ([GLP], Theorem 3.1) For C E ‘2J& : C E 2Jli ti C is degenerate (i.e. al- 
ready contained in a P3) and has a 7-secant line, 
(ii) ([GLP], Theorem 3.1 and [A], Theorem 0.1) For C E Z2J& : C E I9.R; ti C 
has a 7-secant line (an 8-secant is also considered to be a 7-secant). 
Now we are going to construct a ruled surface containing our curve. Let C c 
P’ be a non-degenerate smooth rational curve of degree d. Let Son C be a rank 
1 subbundle of the restricted tangent bundle 7 = 7~~ ) C. Then 7 is a direct sum 
of line bundles and the inclusion 0 ---f S --f 7 gives P(S) ~--f p(7). There is a 
natural map p(7) + @( 1, r), the Grassmannian of lines in P’. Let p be the 
composite map p : C 4 a( 1, r) (p maps a point of C to the P’ tangent to the 
direction of S in that point). On @( 1, ) r one has the universal subbundle U, 
whose pull back to C is the 2-bundle p*U. t : P(p’U) --f C is a ruled surface. We 
have a map EQ’U) ---t P’(U), in general not injective. But p(U) is the flag va- 
riety 3 = {(p, 1) 1 p E 1 E @(I, r)} and we can project this to P’. The composi- 
tionf : P(p*U) --+ P’ gives us a possibly singular ruled surface R containing C. 
Definition 1.3. The type of C c P’ is the splitting type of 7P,(-1) lo, i.e. the 
sequence (al,. . . ,a,) such that Inr(-1) 1~ = 0c(al) &...@Qc(a,) and 
al 5 . . 1. a,. 
Proposition 1.4. Let C be a non-degenerate smooth &irregular rational curve of 
degreed=80r9inProftype(al,.. . , a,), on a ruled surface R coming from 







Ui > 0 Vi, 
3i,j : Ui + Uj 2 7. 
Proof. Consider M = 0&(l) 1~ = (In,(-_l))* lc = Oc(--at) $ . . . @ oc(-a,). 
To prove (iii) it is sufficient o show that H”( C, M) = 0. Therefore we need two 
exact sequences, namely 
(*I H”(@,(l)) ---f Ho(M) -+ H’(&,p(l) @ f$r., 
The left hand side of (**) vanishes because C is non-degenerate, i.e. is not 
contained in any hyperplane. The right hand side of (**) equals 
er+t H ’ (Zo,p,) = 0. Hence the right hand side of (*) vanishes. Since 
H’(&,,(l)) = 0 by the Bott formulas, (iii) is proved. 
Furthermore C ai = - degM = -d. deg a;,.( 1) = d. 
([GLP], Proposition 1.2) says if 
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H1(C,/j2M@30c(5)) =0 
then C will be h”(C, DC(~)) = 6-regular. This not being the case causes 
H1(C,A2 M(5)) to be non-trivial. But A2 M(5) = Bicj Oc(-ai - aj + 5) 
hence H”(C, Oc(ai + aj - 7))’ # 0 for some i and j, proving (iv). 
(iv) implies that there should be at least one ai > 4, hence S such that 
degS > d + 4. On the other hand, degS I 2d - r + 1 obtained for type 
(1, . . . , 1, d - r + 1). Hence (ii) will follow from (i). 
As for (i) we have the following exact sequence (according to [S], Theorem 
1.3.1) 
0 --f Oc(-d) + p*U + S(-d) + 0 
(0c(-d) denotes the unique line bundle of degree -d on C r p’). Let m be the 
degree of the covering t?i’(p*U) + R. Then 
m . deg R = #{points of R on a general lnrp2} 
= PLUS (the Schubert class) 
= -c*(p$U) 
= -ct(R-d)) - ci(S(-d)) 
= 2d - degS. 
This also shows that m deg R 5 5. Because R is not a plane, m I: 2. But if m = 2 
then deg R = 2 and either C is a (2, b)-curve on a smooth quadric and since C is 
rational, b = 1, or C lies on a quadric cone, where all lines of the cone are 
7-secant to C. Both cases are ridiculous, hence m = 1. 0 
Let 12 = [FD(p”U). Let H be the pull back to & of a general hyperplane section 
of R, V the linear system of the fibre. All computations of intersection multi- 
plicities are carried out on r?, which is a ruled surface over a rational curve, 
hence isomorphic to a certain Hirzebruch surface C,. Let E be the (-n)-curve. 





Notice that deg R = -cl (p*U) > n, for n is the difference between the direct 
summands of ~‘2.4 and the direct summands of p*U are nonpositive because of 
p*u Lf O&f’. If degR > n then H is very ample ([HI, V.2.18) and R is a pro- 
jection of a smooth ruled surface in P deg R+ ’ . This is exactly the situation as the 
following corollary of Proposition 1.4 shows 
Corollary 1.5. The case n = deg R doesn’t occur. 
Proof. If n = deg R then H - E + n V then R is a cone. Let C be the divisor on 
i mapping to C (I omit the single points in the pull back of the singular locus of 
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R, mapping to C). CV = 1 and CH = d, because C is not contained in the 







Then CE = -n + d = 0 or 1 because C is smooth and E maps to the top. But 
n=degR<d-4. II 
Proposition 1.6. ([RI) For r = 3 or 4, let 
%(a,,... ,a,) = {C E md 1 c C P’, C is of type (al,. . . ,a,)}. 
Then 
dim~71d(al,...,a,)=(d+l)(r+1)-4-6(ul,...,a,)+dim~(r,4), 
where S(U~, . . . ,a,) = Ci,j=, max(O,ui - aj - 1). 
§ 2. THE COMPUTATIONS 
In this section we finish the proof of the main theorem, as stated in the in- 
troduction, by showing 
Lemma 2.1. For r = 3, d = 8,9 and r = 4, d = 9 and (al,. . . , a,) as in Proposi- 
tion 1.4 
h”(p4,ZCIP4(5)) + dim!&(ui,. . . ,ud) 5 125 = dimP. 
(This says that on a general quintic in P4 there are no &irregular smooth rational 
curves of degree d = 8,9). 
Proof 
*r=4,d=9 
h”(p4,ZC,&)) = h”(p4, O,,(5)) - h”(C,0,(5d)) + h’([FP4,Z,,p4(5)) 
= 126 - (5d + 1) + h’(p4,ZC,IFP4(5)), 
h’(p4,QP4(5)) = 1 ([GLP], p. 503 and 504), 
h”(P4,Zc,p4(5)) + dim%$(ui,. . . ,u4) = 127 - S(ui,. . . ,uq) 
5 127 - S(1,1,3,4) = 121 I 125. 
*r=3,d=8 
h”P4Jc,d5)) = h”P4,+4) + h”P3,~c,d5)), 
h”(P4,Zp3,p4(5)) = 70, 
h”(P3,Zc,&5)) = h”([FD3, 0,3(5)) - h’(C, 0,(5d)) + h’(p3,ZC,P3(5)) 
= 55 - 5d + h’(P3,Zc,P3(5))r 
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h1(lFP3,Z,/,3(5)) = 1 otherwise 1 5 if Cisof type (1,1,6) (again by [GLP], p. 503 and 504), 
h”([Fp4,ZClP4(5)) +dim!IRs(ai,a;?,as) I 126 - s(ai,a2,as) 5 126 - 6(1,3,4) 
= 123 5 125. 
*r=3,d=9 
There remains the question whether there are degenerate nonic curves on a 
general quintic. To handle these curves we use the fact that they admit a 7-secant 
line L too, according to d’Almeida [A]. We need to distinguish between different 
possibilities for the type of C. In every case we have to check that the number 
= 120+h’(P3,1 c/$3(5)) - %,a2,a3) 
doesn’t exceed 125. So it suffices to prove 
To give a nice bound for h’(Z,,,3(5)) we’re going to extend sections of Q(5d) 
to the singular locus of R. We pull back these sections to 12 and check whether 
they extend to j. Then we push them forward to R, which is possible since on 
the singular locus they already come from below and outside that locus the map 
is one-to-one. Now we extend to P3. We only have to control the obstructions 
for doing all this. Let’s make this more precise now. 
Firstly, it is good to keep in mind that if M is the singular locus of R, f-‘(M) 
is of pure codimension one in & ([KLU], 3.11). 
On fi we have (see Corollary 1.5) 
n -degR 
2 V. 
As always, let L be the secant line and J% - UE + b V the codimension one part 
off-l(L). L is an s-secant if for every plane containing L the number of points 






Then H,? = deg R + s - d and L will be a singular line of R as soon as deg R 2 
d-s+2. 
Now we turn to the different cases. 
** d of type (1,1,7) 
R is a smooth quadric in P3 and 
o + IR/P 3 + &,p3 + xC,R -+ 0 
gives 
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W3JC,P3(5)) = +vC,R(~)) 
= h’(R, 0R(5H - C)) 
= h’(R, 0R(4E - 3 V)) 
= h1(C,Sym4(Oc e 0~) @ UC(-3)) 
= (C&(-3)) = 10 < 5 + S(1,1,7) = 15. 
** C of type (1,2,6) 
R is singular ([HI, V.2.19.2). The description of Griffiths and Harris ([GH], 
p. 628) shows that the double line i - H - V - E + V is indeed an g-secant for 
the curve. 
We compute h’ (1 cUL~p3(5)) 5 1 asfollows:givenasectiong E H’(Oc,,(S)) 
we obtainf*g E H”(0,Ui(5)). But 
h1(ZcUilR(5)) = h’(CQ(3E + I’)) 
= h1(Sym3(Oc @ 0c(-1)) @UC(~)) = 1. 
So it is one condition for f *g to come from a 2 E H”(c3,(5)). Pushing forward 
g we obtain a well-defined section h E H”(0~(5)) whose restriction to C U L 
is g. But H’(Z RIP~ (5)) = H’(Q+ (5 - deg R)) = 0, hence h is coming from a 
global section. 
The exact sequence 
h’ (G/P3 (5)) I h1 (&“L,P3 (5)) + h’(&,C”l(5)) 
<1+h’(CJL(5-8))=3. 
**degR = 4 
The description of Griffiths and Harris ([GH], p. 629) of the singular locus of 
a ruled surface of degree 4 together with the knowledge that our quartic surface 
is a projection, as well as the existence of a singular line, give that L actually is 
the singular locus of R. Now 
H1(1CUL,R(5)) = H’(Q(3E + ( +I + 10 - s) I’)) = 0 
since the worst term of this H’ is H’(~c(- in + 10 - s)) = 0. As above we 
compute h’ (Zc,p~ (5)) < 1 or 2 (corresponding to s = 7 or 8). 
**degR = 5 
If L is an 8-secant line it is a line of multiplicity four on R so there are no 
other singularities on R. Again H’(Z~,QA(S)) = 0 so h1(Tclp,(5)) I 2. 
If however L is only a 7-secant line, more singularities can arise. Let M be 
another curve of multiple points, fi N aE + b V its associated ivisor above. M 
has to be a curve of double points, otherwise all joining lines of M and L are 
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contained in R. Furthermore a plane curve of degree 5 has genus 6 and double 
points increase that genus with 1, whereas a triple point increases the genus 
with 3. So we see that degM 5 3. This means HA? 5 6, i.e. b 5 6 + (an - 5a)/2. 
If we use this inequality to compute h’ (Zc., iU a,~(5)) we find 
hi(Zc”~“fi,R(S)) = h’ (3 - a)E + ( (v-b)V) =O, 
since 
(2a - 3)n + 11 an - 3n - 1+ 5a 
1 
4a - b > 5 for n = 3, _ = 
2 - 2 3a - 2 for n = 1. 
In the case that n = 3 E is a line so there cannot occur double fibres, hence 
a > 0. Furthermore if a = 0 two double fibres don’t meet each other, since then 
the plane spanned by them would contain L too and the degree of the inter- 
section of that plane with R would be too high. But on the other hand three 
skew double fibres give rise to a quadric of lines meeting each of them. That 
quadric would be contained in R. So we see that if a = 0 then b 5 4. If we do the 
computations of above again, we obtain the bound 3a instead of 3a - 2. 
There remains the question whether it is possible to extend a section on 
C u L to a section on C u L u M. To do this we look at the different possibi- 
lities for A4 and check whether the number of points of intersection of M and 
C u L doesn’t exceed 5 deg M + 1. Therefore it’s useful to notice the following: 
A?L = (( 1 - n)/2)a + 6. If n = 3 $1 d oesn’t contain an irreducible curve, hence 
,?, consists of E together with two fibres. Then it is clear that A4 and L intersect 
as soon as b is positive. 
(1) If A4 is a line then either A4 and L intersect or & N E and n = 1. In the 
first case #(A4 n C) < 3 and in the second case #(A4 fl C) = 6. 
(2) If M is a conic the plane spanned by A4 has at most 9 points in common 
with C and 1 point in common with L, hence #(M n (C U L)) 5 10. 
(3) Two intersecting lines span a plane, hence the intersection of A4 with C 
cannot be too high in this case. 
(4) Skew lines don’t affect each other. 
(5) M is a cubic. The general plane through L, which also contains two fibres, 
shows that a < 2. A?( C + L) < 12 + 2a < 16 (M is nonsingular since M is not 
plane). 
(6) If M is the union of a conic plus a line, A4 cannot be a plane curve, hence 
the line and the conic intersect in at most 1 point. First we extend the section to 
the line, then we extend it to the conic on which 11 points are prescribed. 
The remaining cases are similar to (3) and (4). Thus h’(Zc,,3(5)) < 1 and 
Clemens’ conjecture is proved for d = 8,9. 0 
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